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AND THE 
PUBLIC INTEREST 



Extracts from a paper delivered at a conference 
on the legal-economic aspects of conglomerates, 
University of Chicago, October 17, 1969. 

by Professor 
Peter 0. Steiner 

If by public interest we mean 
merely public curiosity, the answer 
to "What is the public interest?" is 
"considerable." T h e  literature on 
conglomerates has expanded at  least 
as rapidly as the conglomerates them- 
selves and there is no shortage of 
policy prescriptions by economists, 
lawyers, and journalists. Indeed my 
concern has shifted from wonder- 
ing if I could define the relevant 
issues to wondering if there is any- 
thing left to say. . . . 

I take it  we mean more by the pub- 
lic interest than mere curiosity. Else- 
where I have wrestled the definition 
of the public interest to a draw in 

, 32 pages, and I will not repeat that 
exercise. But my central position is 
that a free people are free to define 
any areas of collecti~e concern that 
they wish, using the political process 
and such limitations on majority 

, rights as may previously have been 
established. 

T h e  implication of this view is 
that one must look to collecti\,e, sub- 
jective views as well as to objective 1 facts in determining the public in- 
terest. I t  is more difficult to discern 

such views than to admit they may 
exist. One is tempted to avoid the 
problem either by delegating it to 
"responsible political officials" or by 
redefining the public interest to 
make it  independent of attituclinal 
matters. MTllile political officials are 
ultimately responsible to the people, 
they can misperceive public prefer- 
ences or choose to bend them toward 
their own views of what is proper. 
Debate about the legitimacy and wis- 
dom of public policy requires an in- 
dependent determination of where 
lies the public interest. 

If we cannot delegate the problem 
of determining the public interest, 
can we define our troubles away? A 
narrow view of the public interest 
in conglomerates would focus on the 
notion of economic efficiency. In  this 
\-ie\v the task of defining the public 
interest is easy in principle, if harder 
in practice. I t  invol\.es listing all of 
the possible effects on efficiency of 
conglomerate firms (or of conglomer- 
ate acquisitions), evaluating the 
probability that they will occur, de- 
termining their sign (i.c.,  whether 
they generate benefits or evils), and 
making enough of a quantitative 
reckoning to form a judgment about 
over-all eRect. This is a formidable 
task, unless one further defines it 
away by assuming that any arrange- 
ment which is made freely and 
which survives may be presumed 
efficient. But it is a task for ~vhich 
economic and quan ti tati1.e analyses 
are well suited. Happily such evi- 
dence is being sought. Quantitative 
analyses are important in progressing 
from the easy job of listing possi- 
bilities to the required task of esti- 
mating pi-obabili ties. 

Having made a bow toward ortho- 
doxy, let me state my heresy boldly: 
there is no thing inherently compel- 
ling about this narrow definition. 

People may and do  care about other 
things. I f  by the public interest we 
mean something in which efficiency 
is but one element and in  which such 
things as "size," "economic power," 
"fairness," "freedom," and "the qual- 
ity of society" are also elements, we 
have a more formidable task of 
evaluation. TI7e still require careful 
and ingenious identification and  
measurement of effects, indeed we 
require them more urgently. Nor is 
i t  acceptable to argue that most of 
these things are too difficult to meas- 
ure and thus we have license to neg- 
lect them. T'o neglect them assigns 
their value as zero, and clearly there 
is no presumption for assuming that 
result here or elsewhere. But even if 
we solved all difficulties of this kind, 
we would need more-for instance 
how do  we balance a "kno.rvn" 
(and presumed beneficial) efficiency 
against a known (and presumed ad- 
verse) increase in economic power? 
Assigning weights is not a measure- 
ment problem, but a problem in so- 
cial choice. Thus  the questions of 
tvhether there is a "social view" of 
the proper rveights, and if so how i t  
is articulated and legitimized is of 
vital importance. 

As an economist 1 will not refrain 
from dealing at length with the effi- 
ciency issues. But patently my assign- 
ment is broader. For although i t  is 
difficult to classify neatly the nature 
of public concern in the conglomer- 
ate phenomenon it is perfectly clear 
that i t  is not limited to efficiencies, 
competitive or otherwise, and the 
role of market structure therein. I t  
is clear that even together, econo- 
mists, lawyers, and businessmen en- 
gaged in or fearful of take-overs do  
not reflect the l~roader  constituency 
that defines a clarion cry for public 
action. IVhatever i t  is that motivates 
hlr. McLaren when he speaks of se- 



"The danger is that the response of the courts or the Congress 
no less than the Department of Justice may be to attack the 
phenomenon of the conglomerate merger rather than the specific 
practices which give rise to a legitimate public concern." 

\.ere economic and social disloca- 
tions, it is clear that he believes he 
is lesponding to a basic political de- 
inand that sonleone do something 
about the new d e ~  elopment. I an1 
not concernecl here with ~vhethei- (as 
he believes) the an ti trust laws are 
the appropriate ~ehic le ,  or whether 
(as his predecessors believed) tlle 
principal problems should be dealt 
with by other agencies or by new 
legislation. T h e  issue, instead, is 
whether there is a perceived dernancl 
for pzlbllc action, and if so what 
kind of response is appropriate. 

TVith some risk of oversiinplify- 
ing, tlle effects, the public concern, 
and the debate over required public 
policy (if any) can be grouped into 
four categories which I will desig- 
nate as ( I )  financial-speculative; (2) 
entrepreneurial; (3) macro concentra- 
tion and centralization; and (4) eco- 
nomic efficiency I will speak about 
each at least briefly, but I note as a 
preliminary matter that inost of the 
lay discussion ancl curiosity revolves 
around the first two and most of 
the discussion around 
the last two. This lends some cliffuse- 
ness to the discussion of congloiner- 
ates. . . . 

Under this heading I would col- 
lect the fears that hanky-panky-if 
not ou~r igh t  fraud-is being perpe- 
trated upon a gullible public by 
shi-e~\~d promoters, insiders, and spec- 
ulators and that this is encouraged 
by public authorities through tax 
policies and in other ways. 

These considerations apply almost 
exclusively to the financial aspects of 
mergers. hly guess is that if there is 
an unainbiguous, deep, ancl abiding 
unease in the public at large about 
conglonlerate mergers, i t  arises here. 
Even those who may admire either 
the dynamisin or the efficiencies of 

conglomerates tend to get apprehen- 
sive about phrases like "chain letter 
effect," "funny money," and "pyra- 
midding of debt." 'Those who attack 
conglomerate inergers seldom fail to 
play upon these concerns. 

Let me assume here (as I believe) 
that there is basis for some concern 
and that there is neither desire nor 
necessity to be bound by the rule of 
cnvent enzptor in securities transac- 
tions. T h e  danger is that the re- 
sponse of the courts or the Congxess 
no  less than the Department of Jus- 
tice inay be to attack the pllenoinen- 
on of the conglon~erate merger rather 
than the specific practices which give 
rise to a legitimate public concern. 
An undiscrimillating and vaguely 
articulated public dissatisfaction 
inay legitimize an attack which visi- 
bly hits this target and less visibly 
hits the beneficial aspects of con- 
glomerate firms as well. If there are 
financial-speculative problems, they 
are specific problems and they in- 
vite specific solutions. . . . 

Let us suppose for the remainder 
of this paper that any financial or 
speculative dangers of conglomerate 
rnergers can and will be remedied by 
appropriate specific policies. In  so 
saying I do not wish to imply that all 
conglomerate inergers involve unfor- 
tunate financial manipulation, nor 
that that there may not be potential 
or actual financial benefits to society 
(some of which we examine below) 
in some conglomerate mergers. 

But such part of the case against 
conglomerates that arises here seems 
quite separable, and clarity is 
achieved by separating it. 

Unlike the speculative-financial, 
the entrepreneurial aspects are neith- 
er separable nor necessarily adverse 
since they are concerned with the 
heart of the organism. For the con- 

glomerate firm, if it is anything, is 
a firm wit11 faith in the entrepreneu- 
rial function, wit11 belief that man- 
ageinent matters and that profits can 
be made by substituting "alert," 
"dynamic," "progressive" manage- 
ments for stodgy ones. The  contein- 
porary conglomerate firin is not 
nlerely a relatively static suin of its 
incliviclual parts; it is not a holcling 
company in the conr~entional sense 
of that word. 

Nor are these firms' entrepreneurs 
(in Schumpeter's sense) the relative- 
ly faceless organization inen that we 
have come to associate with large 
companies. The  personality cult of 
the conglomerators-the Ling's, the 
Geneen's, the Ash's, the Bluhclorn's 
that Fol.tt~ne, T i m e ,  and even the 
Wall S t ~ e e t  Jour i~n l  and the Nezc, 
Y o ~ k  Tiitles profile with such atten- 
tion and loving care-is characterized 
(in restrained moments) by phrases 
such as "exuberant," "dynamic," and 
"high riding." Compare: "quietly 
competent," "shrewd," and "imagi- 
native," adjectives recently used to 
describe the new Ford troika. TYlleth- 
er there is a real difference underly- 
ing such semantics is incidental to me 
and I leave the matter to the psychol- 
ogists. But the attitude of the press 
and the public is re~~eal ing.  For if it 
is true, as I believe, that these men 
and their companies excite more ad- 
miration than apprehension on tlle 
part of the public at large, it argues 
against the esistence of a latent de- 
mand for public action to close the 
outlets for the dynamism. I am not 
enough of a social historian to know 
when Vanderbilt, Carnegie, Ford, 
and Rockefeller, and others of chose 
now called robber barons, were trans- 
formed from folk heroes into sinister 
oligarchs, but it is clear that such a 
shift did occur sonletiine after the 
era of Horatio Alger, and before the 
time of FDR-helped no little by 



"I . . . (don't) know when . . . those now called robber barons 
were transformed from folk heroes into sinister oligarchs, but . . . 

such a shift did occur sometime after . . . Horatio Alger, and 
before the time of FDR --helped no little by Ida Tarbell, Upton 

Sinclair, and by the crash in 1929." 

Ida Tarbell, Upton Sinclair and by 
the crash in 1929. In the train of 
sharp public concern we have legisla- 
tive and judicial response, not al- 
ways in that order. 

If there is today a widespread, or 
even emerging, concern with the 
n~ultiinarket fi1.172 (as opposed to rj7e~- 
ger) or its leaders apart from its fi- 
nancial aspects, I do not find it. 
What I am asserting here is that the 
public image of the congloinei-ate 
firm seems good; it is regarded as 
alive, alert, prosperous, and news- 
worthy, if also possibly a bit daring. 

The  conglon~erate nzel-gel- is inore 
difficult to appraise in these terms. 
For the entrepreneurial personality 
Jneilts its energy by acquiring as well 
as by reorganizing and it is clear that 
the announcements of take-over at- 
tempts, tender offers, or consum- 
inated deals all have impact effects 
of their own. I have read almost ad 
nauseum the vast coverage given to 
the struggle between Northwest In- 
dustries and Goodrich simply in an 
effort to decide whether the writers 
regarded it  merely as a public enter- 
tainment or as a struggle between 
forces of good or evil. My own priv- 
ate survey at the lleight of this con- 
test showed about a 60-40 split in 
favor of the incumbent Goodricl~ 
management, but I suspect this re- 
flects adiniration of a sturdy under- 
dog more than a belief that Mr. 
Keener promised more to American 
society than Mr. Heineman. I t  is a 
different matter to care about the 
Mets and Jets than it  is to use the 
police power to restrain Baltimore. 
But the contested take-over, like the 
proxy fight, is so far a rare if colorful 
event. The  bulk of the g ~ e a t  conglo- 
merate merger moveinent of the 
1960's has been privately uncontest- 
ed, the result of discovery of mutual- 
ly ag~eeable bases of exchange. . . . 
It is true that contested mergers are 

becoining inore common, perhaps be- 
cause of the deinonstration effect of 
victories like Goodrich's, perhaps be- 
cause of the courts, or perhaps be- 
cause the mutually desired merger 
opportunities are being exhausted. 

There are groups .cvho regard the 
entrepreneurial firin with genuine 
apprehension. T o  some the spectre 
of take-over-sudden and sure- 
evokes a sinister law of the jungle. 
A recent Signal Company advertise- 
ment chose to put it: "If 'congloiner- 
ate' iinplies a profit-mad monster 
who gobbles up unsuspecting coin- 
panies by means of underhanded 
tender offers, we do not qualify." 
Whether the prey of the acquisitive 
conglomerate species is small busi- 
ness or whether it is large business is 
an interesting and important ques- 
tion. I t  also matters whether the vic- 
tims are the culls or the gulls of the 
business scene, for I take it that few 
would urge protection of the former. 

One of the things we need is a 
tllorough study of what the facts 
show about the nature of acquired 
firms in conglomerate mergers, clas- 
sified in a number of different ways. 
I suspect that if there is a severe 
threat of take-overs opposed by the 
nlanageillent of the acquired fi1-111~ i t  
is against large and perhaps stodgy 
managements rather than sinall ones. 
While most acquired companies are 
indeed small, h o ~ r  inany were active 
~art ic inants  in the search for iner- 
I I 

ger partners? I suspect most. 
I n  sum, absent financial abuse 

and ignoring conlpetitive and effi- 
ciency considerations, I detect none 
of the broadly based public concern 
that would, if i t  existed, provide a 
clarion call to action by the public 
authorities against the market pheno- 
menon of the conglon~erate firm. 
There are here, as always, firms and 
individuals who get hurt, and they 
understandably seek redress through 

political action. Representative Em- 
manuel Celler recently stated on tele- 
vision that he had received hundreds 
of letters froill businessmen seeking 
"protection." Bul such g~ievances 
seem personal and have not-as yet- 
evoked a corresponding collective 
concern that ~a~ould  legitimize the 
self-serving demands of the affected 
few. 

The  discussion so far has neglected 
size and power, always concerns of 
some who see business as a system of 
power. Today the most noticeable 
accretions in firin size seem to be 
taking a conglomerate form. Let me 
start by categorically rejecting the 
view that the only legitimate use of 
the concept of concentration is as a 
market phenomenon, i.e., as a proxy 
measure of the inherently unmeas- 
ureable concept "intensity of corn- 
petition." Tha t  use, of course, con- 
tinues to be a major one. But power, 
wealth, assets or talent can be wide- 
ly or nai-rowly held and we-society- 
may be differently affected by differ- 
ent patterns of ownership. Thus we 
may care, and caring, may choose. 
Nor is the choice fruitfully posed in 
terms of the extrenles of wholly 
concentrated or wl~olly dispersed. I t  
makes for striking rhetoric to evoke 
the glories of a Jeffersonian society of 
resolute and independent freehold- 
ers, or (following Scott Fitzgerald, 
Art Buchwald, and Mr. Justice 
Douglas) to imagine the last tycoon 
master-minding the ultimate iilei-gel- 
of Sainson and Delilah into Univer- 
sal Proclucts, Inc. But llyperbole pi-o- 
vides little analytic guidance. Ours 
is a society in wlhich, for a variety of 
well known and ~vell  understood rea- 
sons, big conlpanies play a big role, 
as do big organizations of other 
kinds. We  need to evaluate the net 



"[Tlhe contested take-over, like the proxy fight, is so far a rare 
if colorful event. The bulk of the great conglomerate merger 
movement of the 1960's has been privately uncontested, the 
result of discovery of mutually agreeable bases of exchange." 

costs or benefits of changes in ex- 
pected (or reasonably predictable) 
size from the position ~vhicll we are 
in now. 

TZ7e all know that the post-war 
merger movement has been drama- 
tic, for it has appreciably changed 
the landscape of American corporate 
ownership. Let ine mention some 
haphazardly collected statistics. Ap- 
proximately a thousand manufactur- 
ing and mining firms with assets of 
f 10 million or more at the time of 
acquisition have been acquired 
since 1945. T o  put this in perspec- 
tive, there are s o i n e ~ ~ h a t  more than 
two thousand corporations of that 
size today. T h e  acquired firms are a 
fair sample of America's large com- 
panies: of Fortz~ne's  1955 list of the 
500 largest corporations, about 15 
per cent have been acquired in the 
period since then. Almost all of 
1955's largest 500 participated in 
some mergers during the post-war 
period. T h e  role of the conglomel-ate 
merger among all mergers has been 
large and growing. T h e  average size 
of large firms has risen somewhat, 
and the over-all share of the largest 
companies in the nation's total pro- 
duction has increased. For example, 
between 1950 and 1962 the 200 lar- 
gest manufacturing corporations' 
share of all corl~oi-ate manufacturing 
assets rose from 49 per cent to 55 
per cent. Approximately three quar- 
ters of this increase reflects assets 
acquired by merger (conglomerate 
and other). And so on and on. 

Our task, however, is not to define 
the effect, but to evaluate it. Does 
this kind of change, as i t  has occurred 
and as it might be projected, pose a 
specific threat to social values that 
warrants public activity? I t  is more 
common to allude to this possibility 
than to defend it. . . . 

Reco,qnizing that only eight of 
wllat are commonly called conglom- 
erates are in the current list of the 

200 largest manufacturing compa- 
nies, W. G. Shepherd, an ardent anti- 
truster, characterizes tke present 
flurry of anti-conglomerate activity 
as a "tempest in a teapot [that] is 
diverting attention from the real un- 
finished business of antitrust policy: 
to reduce the degree of market pow- 
er prevailing in a series of major in- 
dustries." 

A more coinillon liberal xriew (here 
expressed by L. W. Weiss) is agnostic 
rather than hostile to attacks on con- 
glomerates on macro concentration 
grounds: 

". . . [A] vague but widespread un- 
easiness exists about the political 
power of the huge, new firm$, I an1 
not sure that one, billion clollar con- 
glomerate has more influence than 
ten, hundred million dollar firms. 
My guess is that the ten firms would 
be better able to win protective 
tariffs or special tax treatment be- 
cause of the Lqeater visibility of the 
conglomerate, but that is only a 
guess. In  general, the superior poli- 
tical power of large firms is yet to 
be shown. 

"The main concern of many ob- 
servers is less specific than this. They 
are alarmed by the increase in over- 
all concentration to which conglom- 
erate mergers contribute. I sympa- 
thize with their concern. . . . But I 
doubt that the social and political 
effect of a billion dollar corporation 
is different in any important way 
from that of hundrecl million dollar 
firms. . . ." 

. . . But the case against macro 
concentration is a hard one to find 
articulated for one that is supposedly 
widely held. If i t  is not completely 
nebulous, as the Stigler task force 
asserted, it is at least vague. Richard 
McLaren, at least, has offered speci- 
ficity: 

"I am concerned also about the 
increasing si7e of ~hese mergers. 
Aside from the competitive impact of 

increased economic concentration, I 
am concerned over the human dislo- 
cations which result from these iner- 
gel-s. When the headquarters of one 
or two large companies are removed 
from the nation's sillaller cities to 
New l'ork or Chicago or Los An- 
geles, I think we all recognize that 
there is a serious iinpact upon the 
community. 

"The loss is felt by its banks, its 
merchants, its professional and ser- 
vice people-accountants, lawyers, 
advertising agencies. The  coillinunity 
loses some of its best educated, most 
energetic and pnhlic spirited citi- 
zens. . . . 

My reaction to this speculation 
is one of letdown. Surely the plights 
of displacecl managers, disappointed 
city fathers and their constituent 
bankers, advertising men and a f o ~ -  
tiori their used car dealers are not 
the foundation of an overriding so- 
cial concern. After all, someplace 
must be Second City. This is not to 
say that sucl~ parochial concerns are 
contemptible; but is it a matter of 
relative indifference whether we 
cater to them or does it entail a 
major cost? We have, at last, come 
to the question of efficiency. 

The  effect of conglomerate firms 
and conglomerate mergers on eco- 
nomic efficiency is sometimes posed 
as a simple equation: The  expected 
social net benefit produced by a con- 
glomerate is the expected efficiency 
gain ~ninus  the expected competitive 
loss. The  easy way to evaluate the 
equation is then to argue that one 
but only one of these two elements is 
zero, for then the other will be domi- 
nant. Let me draw two caricatures. 
The  first would argue that the truly 
conglomerate acquisition has no 
direct coinpetitive iinpact because 
the acquired firm is by definition in 
another market and competition is a 



"Surely the plights of displaced managers, disappointed city 
fathers, and their constituent bankers, advertising men, and 
. . . their used car dealers are not the foundation of an over- 

riding social concern. After all, someplaae must be Second City." 

market phenomenon. Thus the com- 
petitive cost will be zero. But the 
acquisition may achieve efficiency 
benefits. If so, there is a net social 
gain. If there is no expected efficien- 
cy, the merger will not be under- 
taken or it will prove a mistake, and 
the market corrects mistakes. There- 
fore there is no need for public 
scrutiny since the expected unlue of 
benefits is necessarily positive. 

The  opposite caricature would 
argue that any real efficiencies can 
be achieved by other means, such as 
internal growth or cle 12ouo entry. 
Thus any attribution of efficiencies 
to a mere exchange of ownership is 
specious. At the same time compar- 
ing de nouo entry with acquisition 
shows acquisition to be an inferior 
alternative, because there is one less 
competitor-the acquired firm. Since 
more competitors are better than 
fewer, the presumption is that an ac- 
quisition will lead to a worsening of 
the competitive situation. Since the 
expectation of efficiency gains is zero, 
and of competitive losses is positive, 
the acquisition must be adverse. 
There is thus no economic reason to 
permit it. 

I want to do more than argue that 
there may be both  efficiency gains 
and competitive losses and that thus 
we are required to measure and com- 
pare. I believe there may be either 
direct efficiency gains or direct effi- 
ciency losses, and that there may be 
increases in efficiency via the effect 
on competition or decreases in effi- 
ciency via con~petition. If so the 
efficiency problem is a complex 
quantitative problem, not a sinlple 
one. 

Making a list of possible effects of 
conglolnerates is sufficient to show 
that both directly and indirectly 
there may be either gains or losses in 
efficiency. Possibilities aside, i t  would 
be nice if we could reach a consensus 

about probabilities. Can we here 
agree that in such circumstances 
the presumption of net benefit is 
overwllelming, and in such and such 
a situation the presuinption of ad- 
verse effect is over-riding? It would 
be nice. For one thing we could 
avoid the roulette game of leaving 
these matters to the courts to clecicle. 
We could formulate reasonable 
guidelines. TtVe might even be able 
to trust people less sophisticatecl 
than oui-selves to make correct policy 
decisions, ant1 so on. M y  hopes, how- 
ever, are not my expectations. I have 
discussed these matters enough to 
believe that there is no consensus in 
the professions, or even in this room. 
?'his is not because some of us are 
stupid, or wllolly immune to logical 
and compelling arguments . . . but 
rather because we have had insuffi- 
cient attention to careful measure- 
ment of effects. Here as elsewhere we 
are too often content to use "com- 
petition" and "efficiency" as shib- 
boletlls and as attributes rather than 
as genuine variables. The  survival 
test notwithstanding, i t  really is no  
longer acceptable simply to assert 
that certain effects are the relevant 
or doillinant ones and thus to set- 
tle issues of fact ~vithout bothering 
to get the facts. 

Having embarked upon this ser- 
mon, a modicum oE respect for con- 
sistency requires that I do not solve 
the problem of conglomerate efficien- 
cy by assertion. But let me list soine 
considerations that need evaluation. 
I provide a list not to encourage ar- 
gument counting but to provide an 
agenda for research. . . . (A foriller 
student, Robert J.  Kheel, offers as 
I<heel's Law the proposition that to 
every argument against conglomer- 
ate mergers there is an equal and 
opposite arguinent in favor of them. 
I think the theorem can be gener- 
alized.) 

a. Aflect ing co117petit~o?z by chang1?7g 
the  f i n 7 1  und rtzuq-het b e h a v l o ~  of 
exzsting conipet i tol .~.  

The  conglonlerate merger move- 
ment has been credited with increas- 
ing the vigor of competition in many 
markets, where acquisitions have 
been feared as well as where acquisi- 
tions have occurrecl. Tlle threat ol 
take-over by a conglomerate in- 
creases the hazard under which all 
managements operate and thus stim- 
ulates them to be more efficient, 
more aggressive and more alert. T h e  
shadow of tlle conglomerate take- 
over threatens tllose managers who 
rely on dispersed stock lloldings to 
insulate them froin effective owner- 
ship control. I t  threatens inefficient, 
lazy or satisficing managen~ents, ant1 
promotes efficiency thereby. 

Contrariwise, it has been argued 
that the direct effect on competitive 
behavior has been adverse: that open 
and effective competition of a g o u p  
of "loose" oligopolists  ma)^ be 
snuffed out when one of them is ac- 
quired by a large and agg-essi\.c 
firm. This might occur because the 
newly acquired firm, a catalyst in a 
once competitive la~lclscape, becomes 
the focus for price leadership or for 
tacit collusion. Alternatively, the 
large resources of the acquiring firm 
might coillpel noncompetitive be- 
havior through fear of predatory or 
punitive retaliation. 

TiVllicll of these arguments is right? 
persuasivei important? I incline to- 
ward the pro-competitive rather 
than tlle anti-competitive here, but 
that is prejudice and we need evi- 
dence. 

A good part of the Department of 
Justice attack on conglomerate iner- 
gers is based upon the assertion that 
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congloillerates may adversely affect 
the condition of entry. A first possi- 
bility is that the mere presence of a 
large conglonlerate in a given mar- 
ket may inhibit otller potential en- 
trants by virtue of the conglonler- 
ate's size and market occupancy and 
(presumably) 91-eater ability to win a 
competiti\.e struggle for custom. A 
second possibility is that the fact of 
entry via acquisition may have pre- 
cluclecl de ~zouo entry by the acquir- 
ing firm and thus the nuinbei- of act- 
ual competitors has not increased 
~vhile the nunlber of potential coin- 
petitors has declined by one. (This 
argument makes the considerable as- 
sumption that an entrant via acqui- 
sition would have been a viable d e  
71 ouo entrant.) Thircl, the possibility 
of recipl-ocity can serve to clisadvan- 
tage a further potential entrant -cvho 
sees the probability of making cer- 
tain sales decl-ease. Such a decline in 
espected sales necessarily has the vir- 
tual effect of making entry objective- 
ly less attractive than it was pre- 
\~iously.Thus tlie threat of entry as a 
colnpetitive force is diminished. 

Each of these adverse effects is ful- 
ly possible. The  probable impor- 
tance depends both on the size of 
the inhibition to a new entrant ancl 
the nulnber of potential entrants, 
and these are ernpii-ical matters. So, 
too, is the significance of possible op- 
posite influences wl~icll might in- 
crease the prolxibility of entry. Pos- 
sibly important is the demonstration 
wllicll s~~ccessiul entry gives that an 
outsider can s~lcceed in a pal-licular 
industry 01- that its practices are 
generally inefficient. Perhaps this es- 
plains certain trends in conglorner- 
ate acquisition. Li tton, Locklieecl 
ancl General Dynamics each entered 
the shipbuilding inelustry around 
1960. LTV, AMK ancl Gulf and 
I~\~estern each entered, or tried to en- 
ter, ineat packing. If LTV succeetls 
in steel, others may follow. Such a 

demonstration may irninecliately in- 
crease the nuinber of potential en- 
trants-if only anlong otller con- 
glonlerates. 

Anotllei- soul-ce of possible in- 
creased ease of entry results from 
making exit froin an industry easier. 
This may serve to make entry more 
attractive to sillall entrants since 
conglomerate firms p r o ~ ~ i d e  a wider 
inai-ket than woultl otherwise exist 
for owners of firins who may change 
their minds and wisll to ~vi thd i -~TY 
their capital before liquidation of 
physical capital is possible. Greater 
liquidity should tend to reduce re- 
luctance to invest-and thus serve 
to reduce b,?rriers to entry. 

Once again the problem is to eval- 
uate empirically the likelillood of 
these pos5ibilities. 

c. T h e  eflect of co~zglo~tze~-nfe fil-~tls 
0 7 2  nln7,ket i~nper f rc t iuns .  

Tlle conglomerate firin and the 
conglolnerate merger movement 
may overcome some market imper- 
fections and add to others and, so 
doing, inay facilitate or impede mar- 
ket efficiency. 

If there are impediments to inter- 
corporate and inter-industry Hows 
of resources, the conglomerate firm 
by internalizing these shifts may 
facilitate them. It is widely helieved 
that managerial mobility within a 
corporate hrerarchy tends to be easi- 
er than between corporations, and 
the congloinerate firm makes even 
inter-industry moves intra-corpo- 
rate. Tlle diversion of capital froin 
one use to another is a ~llajor possi- 
bility. . . . Intra-corporate shifts 
overcome tau inducecl I~arriers to 
capital mobility, ancl Cunds are 
more easily diverted to activities 
where their productivity is high. 

The  otller side 01 the same coin, 
however, suggests possible impedi- 
ments to inarket determination and 
thus to efficient resource use. Inter- 

nal financing not only avoids the 
inarket test of the best use of re- 
sources but also weakens the pri- 
vate capital inarket as a source of 
funds. Conglomerates tencl to dis- 
place the private capital market at 
the same time they suppleinent it, 
and to substitute personalized allo- 
cation decisions for impersonal 
ones. Moreover, it is at least possi- 
ble that internal corporate account- 
ing conventions serve to confuse or 
soften the ~nai-ket performance test 
within the branches of a large cor- 
poration. I t  is sometimes argued 
that these added market imperfec- 
tions should not be attributed to 
the conglomerates but instead to 
foolish tax laws, arbitrary account- 
ing conventions and so on. But that 
need not be persuasive. Consider the 
tax effect. An inclividual (or a socie- 
ty) may start from the position that 
it wants a corporate income tax, 
even if the tax has resource alloca- 
tion clisaclvantages. If so, a curther 
institution (e.g., tlre conglomerate) 
may exacerbate the disaclvantage. 
Such a further cost is an opportun- 
ity cost of both tlie tax law and the 
conglomerate. As lineal- program- 
nlers know, if two constraints bind, 
each has a shatlow price. 

Reciprocity plays a potential role 
here too. If recipl-ocal trading pat- 
terns tend to insulate certain sales, 
or Inore generally, to lower the cross 
elasticities of demand between 
products of different sellers, they 
reduce to that extent the competi- 
tive interplay among sellers. Tha t  
inucl~ is not sel-iot~sly debatable. 
Non-believers in reciprocity arsue 
that it is an iinpl-ohable practice 
(an arg~unent liard to sustain in the 
face of the factual record), or that it 
is a foolish practice which will not 
survive, or that i t  creates off-setting 
efficiencies. The  last possibility is 
,mentioned below. But the point 
here is that wlieilever reciprocity 



occurs it  has a potential for decreas- 
ing competitive vigor and this can 
have an adverse effect on efficiency. 
As to its n e t  effect we require data, 
not assertion. 

cl. Dzwct  eflects 012 eficzency 

T h e  fact that conglomerate mer- 
gers seein to olfel- potential for pro[- 
its suggests that conglomerate firms 
may do soine tlliilgs better than 
non-conglomerate firms. The  litera- 
ture exhibits no paucity of sources 
of potential efficiency. Prominently 
mentioned is the presence of econo- 
mies of scale in unconventional- 
other than plant scale-dimensions. 
Wlanagement, researcll ancl develop- 
ment, proinotion, public relations, 
and availability of capital are all 
mentioned. Unless these "outputs" 
are themselves anatheinatizecl, effi- 
ciency in their provision represents 
social gain. The  managerial argu- 
ment may be taken as illustrative. 
Management, once a prominent 
bottleneck to growtll, has recently 
(goes the argument) been trans- 
formed by management science ancl 
by the computer. Rational decision- 
inaking principles can be applied in 
a consistent avay to vastly different 
enterprises and there are economies 
to be had by so applying thein. 
These econoinies are of the conven- 
tional kinds including actvantages 
of specialization, of learning by do- 
ing, and of efficiently using tlie 
highly scarce resource: the trained 
inanageinent scientist. In the face 
of these innovations ~vllicll increase 
optimal firin size, larger profits 
would have resulted froin any in- 
crease in tlle size of the firm. But 
there are further profits to be 
earned because scientific manager- 
ial skills are learned by tlle young. 
As one coinnientator puts it, con- 
glomerates make it possible "to re- 
move assets froin the inefficient con- 
trol of old-i"ashionec1 managers ancl 
place lllein unclei- rnen schoolecl in 
the new management science." 

. . . Yet other real economies inay 
be realized tlirougl1 reciprocal buy- 
ing ai-rangemencs where there are 
real b ~ ~ t  ~ulexploited econoinies of 
plant scale. Tlle argument is not 
different from the kind used wit11 

respect to vertical arrangements. 
Tlius if an imaginary firm called 
Liquid Carbonics could reduce 
costs by X per cent if only it  could 
increase output by Y pel- cent, a 
merger witli tlle equally imaginary 
firm, General Dynamics, might give 
Liquid Cai-bonics favored access to 
General Dynamics' suppliers and 
tllus provide the basis for a Y per 
cent increase in sales. T h e  resulting 
X per cent efficiency gain is social 
as well as private, and there is no 
reason in principle why it may not 
more than off-set any coinpetitive 
harm. . . . 

Even tlle coin of "direct efficien- 
cy" lias an opposite side. For exam- 
ple, so far as conglomerates encour- 
age reciprocal buying arrange- 
ments, the resulting insulated mar- 
kets may divert the attention of 
some managers from cost reduc- 
tion, p r o d ~ ~ c t  quality, and keeping 
prices competitive, and permit 
them to enjoy an easier life. More- 
over, it may divert attention from 
these potentially profitable (and so- 
cially valuable) activities to other 
potentially profitable (but arguab- 
ly less socially valuable) activities 
such as lobbying, speculating, or 
"excessive" promotion. 

Yet further, the very atmospllere 
of concern that congloinerate take- 
overs create-argued above as a 
stiinulus to competition - may 
cl-~ange corporate behavior in ways 
that distort resource allocation. Sig- 
nificant resources of existing firins 
may be devoted to resource con- 
suming defensive moves, including 
legal services and public relations 
activity. More i i~ ipo~ tan t  this at- 
1nosphe1-e may lead to a chaiige in 
the risk clistribution of ventures. 
Some firins nlay avoid risky ven- 
tures nll~ich should be undertaken 
and engage in safer ones ~z'itll lower 
expected values, because the possi- 
bility of conglomerate take-over 
overly punishes an unsuccessful 
venture. Other firms may take fool- 
ish risks in order to appear dy- 
namic. 

There is no co~nfortable way to 
concl~~cle this recital of possible effi- 
ciency gains or losses. Possibility 
tlleorems are an endless web, and I 

have asserted (and believe) that no 
LaYlacian intellect will free us 
froin the need to sort, silt, measure, 
ancl compare. And there are many 
more empirical problems than I 
have mentioned. For one example, 
i l  potential coinpetition is import- 
ant, how do we identify the poten- 
tial entrants? HOW, in Joe Bain's 
pln ase, do we measure the general 
condition of entry? 

I t  may be that such empirical 
reLplarities as we find will be struc- 
ture-oriented - that conglomerate 
mergers will prove benign in some 
well defined circumstances, and ad- 
verse in others. This is the hope of 
the Guideliners, but I find little 
comfort in the guidelines promul- 
gated so far. Another possibility is 
that knowledge will prove that spe- 
cific costs and benefits of conglom- 
erates are attributable to specific 
practices-to particular forms of be- 
havior or concluct If so, an easy 
set of solutions is available. This is 
the will-o-the-wisp of the p e ~  se 
rule makers. 

C o ~ ~ c l z ~ s i o ~ ~  

What, in conclusion, is the pub- 
lic interest in conglomerates? Fi- 
nancial consiclerations aside, the 
"problem of conglomerates" (if in- 
deed it is a problem) seems no  more 
tractable to easy policy solution 
than other hard problems. Indeed, 
hard problems are defined by the 
absence of obvious solutions. There 
are tliose ~4~110 would say: "If the 
matter is close, let freedom swing 
the balance"-let private decisions 
stand in tlle absence of an overricl- 
ing case against them. Others 
~roulcl reverse the burden of proof, 
fearing that structural change in 
the economy of the kind we have 
had in ~ l l e  last decade tend to be 
irreversible. But neither position is 
compelling. Fort~ulately I doubt if  
the future of either American - capi- 
talisin or of American cle~llocracy is 
in the balance. T h e  most satisfac- 
tory response to ignol-ance is to 
combat it. Let us have a inoratori- 
~1111 on assertion and invite a search 
for evidence. Let us shed the man- 
tles of our righteousness. Let us 
p1-y. 
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